Collaborate instantly with co-workers around the world

Work with key team members from wherever they are on the corporate network, using HP Collaboration solutions and the HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software.

What if you could

- Share and review content from remote teammates at a moment’s notice?
- Transform wall spaces into powerful tools for collaboration—with large, conference room displays?
- Hold important business meetings with colleagues working from nontraditional work environments?
- Turn virtually any room or office into an effective conference space?

Challenge

Business is no longer tied to a specific place—it develops in the moment, on the go, and in unpredictable settings. Team members work simultaneously on shared projects, but from separate locations. With talent now spread across geographies and time zones, it’s essential to assign responsibilities according to people’s expertise, not their physical location. This shift puts increasing pressure on the workforce to connect and collaborate no matter where they are—to keep productivity up and business moving. To do this, workers need a streamlined set of tools that enhance everyday collaboration.

Solution

Teams may be scattered, but that doesn’t mean they should be fragmented. Instantly bring the whole team together from wherever they are in the world, using HP Collaboration solutions and the HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software—which includes the HP EliteDesk 800 Desktop Mini, HP Ultraslim Keyed Cable Lock, and the HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve. This suite of solutions transforms the disruption of modern business into the clarity and focus needed for effective collaboration. And HP conferencing monitors and displays empower greater team productivity. You can now host remote meetings, share important data, and stay on top of important business transactions at a moment’s notice. HP continually innovates to make collaboration simple and easy, with solutions designed to help you stay connected, engaged, and productive.

HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software

- Bring the team together quickly to respond to urgent business demands, using the HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software. This PC is specially designed for hosting collaborative work sessions with co-workers from around the world.
- Enable side-by-side screen sharing and document annotation by multiple participants on the corporate network.
- Instantly collaborate with team members from wherever they are, with wireless screen-access from mobile devices and notebooks.
- Share files with everyone in the meeting—even remote participants. Simply drag and drop from one user to another.

15%–20% improvement in team efficiency using collaboration tools.¹

HP Ultraslim Keyed Cable Lock and HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve
• Secure your HP Collaboration PC with HP’s slimmest cable lock yet. Attach to a desk, table, or other surface—and swivel the device up to 360 degrees.
• Step away for a break without worrying about the PC—and get back to collaborating right where you left off. This HP cable lock is designed for ease—simply loop the vinyl-coated, aircraft-grade cable around an anchor point and lock your PC with the push of a button.
• Create more space for business by tucking your complete collaboration solution out of the way. Simply slide the PC into the HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve for easy mounting behind a monitor or under a table.
• Access needed ports while also keeping your HP Collaboration PC out of view. The HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve is designed to help you keep business moving forward without needing to adjust the PC.

HP ProDisplay P222c 21.5-inch Video Conferencing Monitor
• Transform an ordinary room into a top-flight conference space for your close-knit team.

HP LD5535 55-inch LED Digital Display Signage
• Deliver content to the entire team—whether they’re in the office or working remotely.

HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software
• Power collaboration with team members near and far—for real-time results, right away.

HP ProDisplay P222c 21.5-inch Video Conferencing Monitor
• Amplify productivity and unlock the full power of collaboration at an affordable price. The P222c Video Conferencing Monitor is perfectly suited for your small work-team.
• Interact with remote co-workers or clients in real time. This video conferencing monitor has a built-in webcam and speakers, and is Certified for Skype® for Business.
• Connect and collaborate from a team room or your desk—even across great distances—with this video conferencing monitor. Have a one-on-one meeting or set up a virtual conference room on the fly with HP MyRoom.
• Create an efficient, easy-to-use communications hub by mounting your HP Collaboration PC directly behind the HP ProDisplay Monitor. Easily add collaboration accessories for a complete solution.

HP LD5535 LED 55-inch Digital Signage Display
• Make working with team members easy and productive. The HP LD5535 55-inch LED Digital Signage Display is perfect for large conference rooms and lets you instantly share presentations and other on-screen content with co-workers around the world.

• Display images clearly and provide a great view all around the room—with 178-degree viewing angles for optimal visibility.
• Quickly present important business news, charts, and updates to team members. This display lets you share directly from your USB drive, remotely control display settings with HP Network Sign Manager, and enable remote participation with integrated Video over Ethernet.
• Turn open spaces and high-traffic areas into powerful collaboration zones. Simply position the display on any wall in the office.

Powerful technologies, more powerful together
HP Collaboration solutions and the HP Collaboration PC with Intel® Unite™ software provide a convenient, straightforward portfolio for communication and collaboration that eliminates redundancy and confusion. Combine these tools to create a comprehensive solution that brings co-workers together and takes collaboration to a new level.

2 Requires HP QuickRelease, sold separately. See product QuickSpecs for exact PC and thin client compatibility.